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Do you struggle to explain the impact you make and the value that you bring to your
target audiences? Do you second-guess yourself? Are you proud and confident of the
impact you make as you walk into a room? Do your colleagues and key audiences
clearly understand the value they get when they work with you?

There comes a moment in all careers where we want to be sure of our ‘voice’, whether
that is playing a more active part of strategic decision making, being chosen for pivotal 
 positions, being recognised for our achievements, or simply having the confidence to
speak up with our own ideas. 
 
I’ll give you the tools to be 100% yourself, whilst becoming clear on your “Voice”, your
“Value” your “Positioning” and your "Story".  This is the workbook I use with my One to
One clients to craft and develop truly valuable and sustainable Personal Brands. 

I've added a 20% discount code CIIXMAS for everyone which is applicable to my
Personal Branding sessions, Executive Coaching and Corporate Masterclasses until the
end of January 2023.

As you work through these following questions, focus on the next 6 months. Keep it
simple. Keep it clear. 

Hello I'm Carol,

Redstorm Communications, Keynote Speaker, Mentor, Author
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Key Outcomes
Clear Understanding of What Personal Branding Is

Hint… It is NOT a new set of headshots, insta templates or a new
website!  We'll look at the key elements & potential pitfalls.

The Key Steps Involved in Creating an Impactful Personal Brand

Beware… “Impactful” doesn’t mean you are loud and pushy, rather
that you are authentic, valuable and relevant to your key audiences.

How & Why to Design a Compelling Personal Brand Story

Did anyone ever forget the end of a really great story? We'll work
together to build a compelling story outline for you.
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Know Your Personal Brand Eco-System 

We'll examine where can I experience your Brand and which
communications platforms to use to best build your Brand in the eyes
of your key audiences..
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You have real clarity about your Personal Brand

When you walk into a room, people understand the value you bring

You communicate 100% authentically - No second-guessing yourself

Your key audiences have you Top of Mind

You are clearly positioned as an Authority in your niche

You have confidence in how you are seen by your audiences

You know your values, your relevance and the impact you make

You are in control of Your Story…

Imagine If...

*
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Workbook
Remember, focus on the next 6 months. Keep it simple. Keep it clear.

 

Who Are Your Three Main Power Audiences? 

These are the key audiences you need to connect with and be valued by - Be really specific! 

Audience A:

Audience B:

Audience C:

 

What is the ONE Key Message You Need To Deliver To Each Audience Above? 

Remember this message must be Valuable and Relevant to each audience, so you’ll need to

understand them well... 

Message A:

Message B:

Message C:
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What THREE Words Would You Use To Describe Yourself? 

Stay away from words like Motivated, Professional, Deadline Driven, Self Starter...

 

1.

2.

3.

 

What THREE Words Would Someone You Work with Use To Describe You?

1.

2.

3.

What is the SINGLE Most Important Change to Make to your Brand Today? 

What Is The ONE Piece of Information You Need People To Know About You? 
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List THREE Things You Are Proud of Achieving (Personal or Work Related)?

1.

2.

3.

Where Do People Find Out About You/Get to Know You?

Work teams, internal/external associations, mentorship programmes, media, websites, LinkedIn…? 

 

What Makes You Remarkable?

Describe your Personal Brand "Voice"?

This needs to be authentic and consistent through out all your communications 
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What are your three Descriptor Words?

1.

2.

3.

What would surprise me to know about you/your background/your work

experience?

 

What do people notice most about working with you?

 Your greatest strengths as a person are? 
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If you’re not actively Branding yourself,
you can be sure others are doing it for you

 

 

Stay in Control of Your Own Story

In an ideal world - How would you like to be described?
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If you would like to book a discovery call to see how best
to work with me go to this link:

 
https://bit.ly/DiscoverySessionWithCarol

 
Or you can reach me at:

 087 2476600
carol@redstorm.ie
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